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- $PJOE - is a community driven project built on Binance Smart Chain #BSC.
Buy and hold $PJOE and you will automatically get more in your wallet

- TOTAL SUPPLY: 21.000.000

- The token contract employs a static rewards system - 5% of every transaction is split in two:
-  3% is redistributed to holders;
-  2% is used to fuel the liquidity pool exchange growth

- LIQUIDITY LOCKED FOR 5 YEARS
 

Static rewards solve a number of problems. 
First, the reward amount is dependent on the token's
trading volume. This mechanism aims to alleviate some of
the selling pressure on the token caused by previous
users selling their tokens when they have already
achieved high returns. 
Second, the reflection mechanism encourages holders to
hold on to their tokens in order to receive higher kick-
backs based on a percentage performed and depending
on the total number of tokens held by the holder.
The more tokens a user holds, the greater the rewards,
which become passive income.

The automatic LP is the core idea of $PJOE. 
Here we have a feature that is a two-fold beneficial

implementation for holders.

First, the LP token deducts a penalty from all buyers and
sellers which leads to a solid price floor.

Second, the fee acts as an arbitrage-resistant mechanism
that secures $PJOE volume as a reward for holders. In

theory, the added LP creates stability from the delivered LP
by adding the fee to the token's total liquidity, thereby

increasing the token's total LP and supporting the token's
price floor. This makes the token more stable for traders

and hodlers. The trader cannot arbitrage but can perform
normal spot trading. The more the token is traded the

higher the LP becomes.

As the LP of the $PJOE token increases, it reflects price
stability with the benefit of a solid price floor and cushion

for holders. The goal here is to prevent the larger drops
when whales decide to sell their tokens later in the game,

which keeps the price from fluctuating as much as it would
if there was no automatic LP feature.

All this is an attempt to create a token that can provide us
with passive income in the long run. It should also solve the

problem that many DeFi tokens have to deal with, in the
long run this token model is highly interesting.

Automatic LP 2%

Static Rewards 3% to Holder

PASSIVE INCOME JUST BY HOLDING

Total Supply: 21.000.000
Liquidity locked for 5 Years
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